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Hearing such vicious words from Ruby and Bennett almost caused
Geronimo to burst
into anger.
Honestly, he was in doubt when Lexia said that it was Ruby who killed
Yvonne and her
daughter because Ruby had always given him a feeling that she could
see the big
picture and had a sense of propriety. She did not seem like a person who
would kill her
own family. Furthermore, how vicious would she be for even trying to
poison ten year
old Brianna?
However, now that he had heard it with his own ears, it had truly
shattered his values!
“Ah!”
“Master?!”
It was because Ruby and Bennett were mentally unstable after being
injected with
poison coupled with the onset of the parasitic disease. All they could do
was just slump
onto the massage chair, screaming and cursing wildly. They did not even
know that
someone else was beside them but the two nannies knew. These two
were Ruby’s
maids and naturally they had seen Geronimo before.

At this moment, seeing Geronimo unexpectedly descending from the sky,
the two of
them turned pale with fright and did not even dare to breathe loudly.
After hearing Ruby and Bennett’s cursing went worse, Geronimo was
going to explode
in anger. The two of them immediately kneeled on the ground with a
thud and said
together, “Master, please forgive us. We were forced by the first lady to
come here.”

At this time, Bennett seemed to have heard something and he became
slightly more
sober. After cursing Yvonne, he opened his eyes slightly and said,
“Merilyn, who are you
talking to? What Master? My father is still in seclusion and I don’t know
if he could even
come out alive. That old thing can’t stop thinking about that old b*tch,
Yvonne Wilmer.
He really shouldn’t come out If he were to come out here, we’d be so
dead!”
After he finished talking, he started screaming again. There were trails of
small worms
swimming underneath their skins, as if aliens had invaded their bodies. It
was shabby to
look at.
“B*stards!”
Slap!

Geronimo really could not control himself anymore, so he slapped
Bennett’s face
fiercely, causing his entire face to be swollen red and even two teeth fell
off. The pain on
Bennett’s cheek made him even more sober.
He turned his face sideway and realized it was Geronimo.
However, he thought he was hallucinating. He spat out a mouthful of
bloody saliva and
said, “What the hell. I must’ve been blinded by the demons. I actually
dream of the old
thing coming out! The effect of the poisonous injection is really strong!”
Ruby next to him said, “Bennett, what are you mumbling over there? Oh,
the episode
this time is even more unpleasant. Oh my, one injection is not enough.
Merilyn, get me
another one! God d*mn it! This is all because of that old b*tch, Yvonne
Wilmer. If only
she died with her daughter, how would she have given birth to that
b‘tstard, Alex
Rockefeller. Just wait! I’ll definitely cut that b*stard into pieces and feed
him to the wild

dogs after his death!”
Geronimo’s whole body started trembling when he heard up to here.
Meanwhile, Alex, Brittany, Maya, Waltz and Hailey had already entered
the
management office. They were slightly delayed by dealing with the
security guards
guarding the periphery just now. When they entered the office at this
moment, they
happened to hear Ruby’s vicious words.

Snap!
Alex snapped his fingers. After a rush of spiritual power hovered over
the two people,
the onset of the parasitic disease in them was temporarily lifted.
Afterwards, they were sobered up.
Just when Ruby let out a long breath of relief, she heard a voice all of a
sudden. “I made
you people kneel before my grandmother’s grave to repent. What did
you come here to
do? Enjoy your life?”
“Ah!”
Ruby was very familiar with that voice because she had to curse him
hundreds of times
each day. She remembered his voice and smile so well that she would
never forget it.
“A… Alex Rockefeller, w-when did you come?”
Bennett jumped off the massage chair instantly and broke out in a cold
sweat.

‘Why did they come to this little cemetery? Isn’t it just an act for Alex to
see?!’
They hoped that Alex would get rid of the parasitic disease in their
bodies three months
later.
However, they could not actually kneel before Yvonne’s grave, right?
They were nice to
not dig her out of her grave. They even complained that it was too tiring
to kneel for a

minute on such a hot day. How could they possibly kneel for three
months?
Hence, they had hired thirty bodyguards at the cemetery’s periphery to
prevent the
sudden arrival of Alex so that they could be reminded and put on an act
beforehand.
Unfortunately, their tricks were seen through when Alex and the others
just arrived at
the foot of the cemetery mountain.
Chapter 1382
During the conversation, Ruby realized that Merilyn and Mariah were
kneeling on the
ground and trembling with fear. She took another glance and noticed an
old man with a
cold expression standing at the side. Wasn’t that her husband, Geronimo
Melvis?
In an instant, Ruby was about to explode.

“M-master, why… Why did you come?”
Geronimo showed no expression yet his eyes were fearfully cold. “Why
did you think I
came? My first wife is suffering here. Could it be that you think I, the
husband, shouldn’t
come here and have a look?”
As soon as Ruby heard that, she was agitated.
She cried and said, “Master, Bennett and I are suffering a great sin this
time. It’s him,
this d*mn b*stard poisoned us with some kind of parasitic disease. Every
time we had
an episode, it felt like we were being eaten by tens of thousands of
worms. It’s very
painful! Oh, this guy is a liar. He must have lied to you saying that he’s
your grandson,
didn’t he? Don’t be fooled by him. Everything is fake. Kill him
immediately, kill him
immediately!”
Alex chuckled softly, “If you kill me, there’ll be no cure for the parasitic
disease in your

body.”
“Ah! This… Yes, yes, yes. You can’t kill him right now. Let him remove the
parasitic
disease in our body first. Kill him after the disease is removed!”
Alex grunted softly.

Meanwhile, Brittany’s eyes were blazing with anger. Back then, the
scene of her and her
mother being harmed was still vivid in her mind. Sometimes, she would
even dream of
this wicked woman. During her teenage years, Ruby was once like a
demon that had
pressed against her body.
“Oh, Stepmom. So many years have passed, yet you’re still so wicked!”
“Back then, you tried to poison my mother and I. Now, you even want to
kill my son?
Unfortunately, you can’t do that!”
Ruby stared at Brittany. “Y-you’re… Brianna Melvis?”
Brittany said, “You’re very surprised, right? Did you think that I died ages
ago?”
Ruby looked toward Geronimo. “Master, Yvonne was a special agent.
She was the
underground destroyer and America’s enemy. And, this little b*tch was
raised by Yvonne
since she was young, she’s a little spy too. I’ve never done anything
wrong. Everything
that I’ve done was for you and this family! And for the entire America!
I’m a hero of
America and I’m not wrong!”
However, would Geronimo believe her?

Just yesterday, he had investigated the matter to the fullest.
With a far-reaching gaze, he said to Brittany, “Where is your mother
buried? Take me to
see it!”
“Alright!”
Soon, the group of people reached Yvonne’s grave.

Alex directly dragged Ruby and Bennett along and threw them on the
ground.
“Kneel down!”
The two people dared not object before Geronimo.
Meanwhile, Geronimo’s body trembled with all sorts of mixed feelings
when he looked
at Yvonne’s picture on the gravestone. He did not say anything but blood
slowly
streamed down from the corner of his lips.

There was a saying, ‘one’s heart hurts so much that he couldn’t even
breathe.’
This was probably what it was like.
After an unknown period of time, he suddenly said, “Ruby, does it hurt
when the
parasitic disease attacks?”
Ruby nodded her head. “It hurts! It’s really more painful than death!”
“Let me help you!”
“Huh?”
Bam!
Without even turning his head, Geronimo pressed his palm on Ruby’s
head.

Chapter 1383
Ruby said that the parasitic disease was more painful than death, so
Geronimo helped
her to relieve the pain. With a burst of inner force within his palm,
Ruby’s head
immediately turned into a ltunp of paste.
Compared to the daily suffering of the heart-scratching parasite of a
hundred days, such
instant death was a much happier ending.
“Ah!”
Seeing his own mother being killed by his father with a palm and slowly
dropped to the
ground, Bennett shockingly jumped up with a terrifying expression. “Dad,
how… How

could you do this? She’s your first wife no matter what. It has been so
many years, how
can you bear to kill her?”
“How can I bear it?”
Bennett’s words had completely angered Geronimo. He turned around
with reddened
eyes and stared at his eldest son. “Back then, how did you people bear
to kill Yvonne
and Brianna? How old was Brianna back then? She was only ten years
old!”

“Also, have you forgotten? Who was the one that risked her life to save
you when you
were kidnapped by the bandits back then? It was your Aunt Yvonne! If
she hadn’t
stepped forward bravely, you would have been dead ages ago.”
“When your mother’s identity was unclear and she was besieged by the
Red Guards,
who gave her cover? Your mother ran away while your Aunt Yvonne
almost got beaten
to death, do you still remember?”
“You people don’t remember! Who are the heartless ones? How could I,
Geronimo
Melvis, marry such a wife and give birth to a son like you?”
After yelling all these, Geronimo looked at Bennett with an uncertain
expression.
Bennett kneeled on the ground with a thud out of fear. “Dad, I know I’ve
done wrong.
Back then, it was Mom who forced me to do it. I had no choice either!”
Geronimo expressionlessly said, “Then, what about now? Forty years
later, who’s the
one that wanted to snatch Brianna’s company? Who’s the one that
wanted to kill my
grandson? Could it be that you’re still forced by your mother even until
now?”
“I…”

“Kill yourself!”

“Dad, I was wrong, I really was wrong! Sis, Sis Brianna, I beg of you.
Please forgive me,
please forgive me! I won’t do it again. I don’t want to die!”
Brittany looked at him without any reactions.
However, Alex spoke. “You don’t want to die, my grandmother didn’t
want to die either
and my mother didn’t want to die back then as well! Don’t cry at your
age, how awful is
it? Take a good look at the view of this world once more. Do remember
to be a good
person in your next life when you reincarnate later.”
“No, please, no…”
Bennett was terrified to the core. He really did not want to die at all. He
jumped up
ferociously and made a last dying struggle since he was an Earth expert
as well.
He knew that the chances for him to escape from the experts like his
own father and
Alex was almost zero. However, if he could hold Brittany as a hostage,
his chances of
success would be much higher.

Hence, he immediately charged toward Brittany and tried to get her.
However, what he did not know was that Brittany was no ordinary
person as well.
Just when Bennett was about to strangle Brittany on the neck, she
suddenly attacked
with her palm right on Bennett’s heart area fiercely. It was the specialty
of Silver
Frost-Icebound. It immediately took effect on his heart.
“What? How’s this possible?”
Bennett was in utter disbelief. He was unguarded as well. In addition to
torture of the
parasitic disease and the poisonous injection, his strength was greatly
reduced. There
was no way he could dodge it.
In a breath’s time, his heart has completely frozen into a chunk of ice.
Without the blood supply, Bennett gasped for air as his face instantly
turned purple. He

looked at Brittany shockingly yet terrifyingly. “H-how did you…”
Brittany kept her palm back and whispered, “I’ve forgiven you!”

Bennett widened his eyes but he could not die in peace.
***
Geronimo stood in front of Yvonne’s grave for a total of a day and a
night.
In the end, it was Brittany who went to pull him back. After a night had
passed,
Geronimo looked as if he had gotten a few years older and his spirit was
emaciated.
However, that was sadness.
Chapter 1384
Even if the Immortal Doctor, Guilherme Extraordinaire came over, there
was nothing he
could do as well.
However, the miracle doctor, Guilherme, was really here. He was going
to Michigan with
Cheryl because she also heard what happened to Phoebe. She was far
away in
California. In addition, she had been studying intensively on medical
knowledge under
Guilherme, she paid very little attention to the news outside. She was
only aware of it in
shock when her grandfather, James Coney mentioned it.

California was not far away from Long Beach.
Alex received a distressed call from Phoebe. “Rockefeller brat, Cheryl is
coming to
Michigan. She knows what happened to me, which involves my fiancé.
She still doesn’t
know that person is you. But, I don’t know how I should explain it to her.
Tell me, what
should I do? I’m afraid that I might accidentally let the cat out of the bag
and tell her
about what you’ve done to me the other night.”

Alex was shocked. “You better be careful about it. Cheryl is your best
friend. If she were
to find out about it, wouldn’t you both cease to be friends?”
“Isn’t it all your fault? If you hadn’t done that to me, I wouldn’t be in
such a bad position!
Oh, great now. I might not even be a virgin anymore!”
“You are!”
“How sure are you?”
“I was very careful at that time.”

“Then, you should get over here immediately so that we can tally our
confessions.
Otherwise, we’ll say different things. If Cheryl ever notices it, we’ll be so
dead!”
After pondering for a while, Alex immediately promised her.
Cheryl had a knot in her heart because of her own parents.
The knot was finally opened up a bit because of his appearance. If she
were to find out
that her best friend had backstabbed her, things would surely get worse.
Soon, Alex went to the train station at Long Beach to take the train while
tallying his
confession with Phoebe. Their conversation was heard by a beautiful
woman in her
twenties, who was beside them. She looked at Alex disdainfully and said
in a soft voice,
“Scum!”
Alex was awkward for a moment but he could only touch his nose.
His current behavior was indeed quite despicable but he had a clear
conscience! If he
had not helped Phoebe under those circumstances, she might really end
up as an idiot.

Afterwards, Alex said a few more words to Phoebe. All the details were
finalized to
ensure that there would be no more omissions. At this moment, Phoebe
suddenly said,
“You didn’t drive? You took the train? I could hear the broadcasting
sound.”

“Yeah. There are not enough cars.”
Phoebe immediately said, “Great. Cheryl will drive over here and arrive
at three o’clock
in the afternoon. I’m about to pick up someone at Michigan Train Station.
I’ll pick you up
on the way. That’s it for now, see you later.”
Alex chuckled, “Alright!”
After hanging up the phone, Alex realized the girl next to him was
leaning against the
window and trying to stay as far away from him as possible, as if he were
a source of
contagious disease. Alex took a quick glance, then he kept his phone and
closed his
eyes.
He could hear the girl mumbling again. “Scum.”
Soon, he reached Michigan Train Station.

When Alex got off the train, he realized the woman beside her got off as
well. She was
right in front of him when he left the station. She was dragging her
luggage while
making a phone call. “Cousin, you have to wait for me at the entrance,
okay? I’m not
familiar with Michigan at all. Moreover, I can feel that there are a lot of
scums in
Michigan. I met one in the train just now. It
would be troublesome if a scum kidnaps such a devastatingly beautiful
woman like
me…”
Alex was speechless.
This woman exaggerated the moral issue too much. Immediately, he
arrived at the exit.
At first glance, Alex saw Phoebe standing among the crowd. A tall,
beautiful woman
with a hot body stood out from the crowd, attracting many people to
peek at her.
Meanwhile, Alex also stood out among the crowd.
She waved at Alex.
Alex smiled and walked up to her.

Unexpectedly, the young woman also rushed toward and hugged
Phoebe. “Cousin,
you’re really getting prettier!”
Upon witnessing this scene, Alex instantly stopped in his tracks. ‘It can’t
be such a
coincidence, right?’
Chapter 1385
For a moment, Alex did not want to walk up to them. He just wanted to
turn around and
walk off, as if they did not know Alex.
However, Phoebe was already waving at him. “Rockefeller brat, quickly
come over.
What are you doing standing over there?”
When her cousin turned around and saw Alex, she instantly frowned.
Afterwards, she
had her mouth agape.
“No way? Cousin, how do you know this scum?” The woman said right
away.
“What scum? Judy, don’t spew nonsense,” said Phoebe instantly as she
was confused.

“That’s him, that’s the scum that I told you on the phone earlier. I don’t
know which
woman he was colluding with to cheat on his girlfriend. He had an affair
with his
girlfriend’s best friend. Is he still not a scum?”
She was quite loud and immediately attracted a crowd of onlookers.
Phoebe was terrified to the core.
It turned out that the person Judy told her on the phone was Alex.
However, never did
Judy expect that the said best friend who was colluding with this scum
was actually her
own cousin!
“Judy, don’t you spew nonsense if you don’t know anything. You must’ve
heard it
wrongly,” said Phoebe immediately.

“Alright, let’s go! There are a lot of people here. You’re really one of a
kind too, you
know. Why did you take the train when you’re coming from Alaska? You
could ’ve
reached way earlier if you took the plane.”
“I’m afraid of heights!”

Afterwards, she seemed to have realized something suddenly and
shouted, “Cousin,
the person who talked to this scum on the phone couldn’t be you,
right?”
***
Until they were in the car, Phoebe generously admitted to it. “That’s
right, the person
who gave him a call was me. That’s why I told you that you’ve
misunderstood it. Do I
look like the kind of person who would steal my best friend’s boyfriend?
Besides, look at
this guy, which part of him is worthy for me to be on the losing end?”
The woman named Judy Larsen was Phoebe’s third uncle’s daughter.
She was
twenty-three years old this year and just returned from studying in
England.
Judy looked at both of them suspiciously. Even though she did not hear
clearly what
Phoebe said on the phone at the time, she pricked up her ears and heard
everything
said by Alex.
They both were indeed tallying their confessions.
She wanted to continue asking to get to the heart of the matter.
However, considering
that Phoebe was her cousin, she certainly would like to keep her ego.
How would she
possibly admit to such a personal matter?

Hence, she nodded. “Indeed, Cousin, with your appearance and family
background, you

rank high even in Alaska but not everyone could claim social connection
with you.”
After a pause, she continued, “By the way, Uncle has a great
improvement this time.
Soon, he’ll become the governor of Michigan. When the time comes,
you’ll become the
governor’s daughter with an even higher position. I heard that many big
families in
Alaska have been asking to see Grandpa because they all want to be
your husband!”
When she said that, her eyes were staring at Alex, wanting to tell that to
Alex.
However, Alex, who was in charge of driving, did not seem to hear it.
Phoebe shook her head and smiled. “This is impossible. I’ll decide on my
own marriage!
Nobody can force me, even if my grandfather can’t do so.”
Judy smiled and said, “Cousin, you can’t do that! We’re born in a family
like the Larsen
family, we can’t decide on our own marriage! Well, you’re quite lucky
though. The
second young master of the Quarters family is coming to Michigan soon.
His target is
very clear, it’s you! The Quarterses’ patriarch has talked to Grandpa
about this matter.
It’s basically cast in stone. You’ll soon be the Quarterses’
daughter-in-law soon.”
“What? The Quarterses of Alaska?!” Phoebe exclaimed.

Her expression turned very awful. She knew about the Quarterses of
Alaska. They had
a far greater existence than the eight royal families of America and many
in the family
were high officials and noble persons. On the other hand, the second
young master of
the Quarters family was also very well-known. He was famous for being
the little prodigy
of the Quarters family. He had gained his popularity at the age of six and
achieved a

PhD in three subjects at the age of eighteen. Now at the age of
twenty-six, he had
already established a multinational corporation that was worth
hundreds of billions of
dollars.
If such a person went to the Larsen family to propose a marriage, would
the Larsens’
patriarch refuse it?
Chapter 1386
She was slightly startled as she looked toward Alex. “Rockefeller brat,
what do you think
I should do?”
Alex raised his eyebrows and said, “As long as you’re unwilling, I can
guarantee that no
one can force you to get married!”
Alex only said that because he had to consider that big shot, Yuno, in her
body.
Yuno wanted Alex to promise her that he would let Phoebe achieve the
Spirit Severing
stage within three years . This was an extremely tough mission.

And, it was a very important point for Phoebe still being a virgin. Upon
entering the
cultivation process, a woman who maintained her Yin would inevitably
be easier to
advance to the mentioned stage than women who had lost their virginity.
Within these
three years, Alex would never allow her to lose her virginity. Otherwise,
before she
could achieve the Spirit Severing stage within three years, Yuno would
surely take over
her body.
When he said that, Phoebe secretly peeked at him. She was secretly
happy about it.
However, Judy scoffed. She grunted and said, “You guarantee? How are
you going to
guarantee it? Do you even know who the second young master of the
Quarters family of

Alaska is? Second Yong Master Quarters has a nickname called
Shakespeare II!
Meaning, he’s the reincarnation of Shakespeare. He’s a genius and rides
to the top of
the world. Who knows
how many women wish to marry him!”
Alex said, “My word is a guarantee.”
Judy immediately burst into laughter. “You’re really not humble. Then,
may I ask, who
are you? What do you do? How much assets does your family own, and
do you have
any people that you know in the government?”

Alex smiled and said, “I’m Alex Rockefeller, your cousin’s bodyguard.”
“Hahaha! After so long, it turns out that you’re just my cousin’s
bodyguard!” Judy’s eyes
grew contemptuous.
“Oh, I’m so sorry for wronging you. You certainly don’t deserve my
cousin’s love.
Compared with Second Young Master Quarters… Forget it, let’s not
compare. Talking
about the comparison is certainly bullying towards you. But, you
shouldn’t say anymore
lies like that in the future. If Second Young Master Quarters ever hears it,
you’ll be dead
for sure.”
Alex smiled and kept quiet.
Half an hour later at the Larsens’ residence, it was already afternoon.
On the other hand, Wayne was at work. He had been quite busy recently
as Quentin
would be transferred to other locations. He did not know if he would be
promoted or
demoted, but the higher-ups had already told Wayne about the
appointment of Quentin
as the governor.
The time would be within this month.

During this period of time, everything was pressured into him, regardless
of the affairs of
the governor or the mayor. How would he have time to come home in
the afternoon?
Besides, Grace Larsen was tantamount to becoming her husband’s
bodyguard now.
Judy said, “We’re finally here. I’m so hungry. I heard that there are many
snacks in
Michigan and most of them were featured on the show, ‘The Tip of
American’s Tongue’.
Cousin, you have to show me around to have some good food.”
However, Phoebe shook her head. “Forget it now. If you really want to
eat, you can
order some takeaways. I just want to eat dishes cooked by Rockefeller
brat now…
Rockefeller brat, can you do it? Ever since I’ve eaten the food that
you’ve cooked, my
stomach is in love with it. Anything else I eat feels tasteless.”
Judy kept blinking as she listened to her. She felt that it was not suitable
for her cousin
to talk to a bodyguard like that.
Could it be that there was something going on between them?
Alex nodded in agreement.
Phoebe asked Judy to go upstairs and get some rest first while she
stayed in the
kitchen to help out. At this moment, Judy even felt that there was
something fishy
between the two of them…

She thought, ‘Cousin may not take a fancy to this guy’s family
background but probably
she likes his muscles? It’s impossible for her to marry him, but it could
be possible if
she’s just playing around!’
She knew that children from families like their kind usually had
complicated private lives.
She went upstairs. The more she thought about it, the worse it got.
Then, she quietly went back downstairs. When she peeked into the
kitchen, she was

instantly dumbfounded.
Her cousin was actually sucking that bodyguard’s thumb.
‘Oh my goodness! Cousin is actually so flirtatious in private!’
‘Hmph! I must take some pictures and show it to Second Young Master
Quarters!’
Chapter 1387
The true name of Second Young Master Quarters was Joel Quarters. Not
only was he
ingenious, but he was extremely handsome as well. In Alaska, he and the
other three
outstanding sons of the great families were known as the four young
masters of Alaska.

Each of the four people was said to be a prestigious figure in Alaska.
Most importantly,
they had an incomparably deep background, and they were
fundamentally different from
the four young masters of Imperial Capital circulating in the
entertainment industry.
In their eyes, the so-called four young masters of Imperial Capital were
not even worthy
of lifting their shoes for them.
Whereas, Joel was the leader of the four young masters of Alaska, as
well as the most
handsome and graceful one amongst the four. His words and deeds
were coveted by
countless women secretly. He was also regarded as the model for men.
For this reason,
Joel had also become the public enemy of the young men in Alaska.
Would Judy like such a person? Without any doubt, she liked Joel a lot in
private.
When the Quarterses went to the Larsens’ residence in Alaska to
propose a marriage,
Judy was so excited that she almost fainted because the only person
who was single
and had reached the marriageable age in the entire Larsen family of
Alaska was Judy

Larsen. The target that the Quarters’ family came to propose to could
only be her.
Unfortunately, she got happy too soon.

Soon, she found out that the marriage proposal from the Quarterses was
not directed to
her but to Wayne Larsen’s daughter who was developing far away in
Michigan. It was
her cousin, Phoebe Larsen.
She was dumbfounded the moment she found out about the news.
Why?
She knew a bit about her cousin, Phoebe. Instead of going for business
studies, she
chose to study medicine. Despite her achievements in medicine, it was
not enough for
an upper-class family like the Larsen family. To her surprise, Joel chose
Phoebe instead
of herself. Was be blind?
Most importantly, she and Joel were acquainted. Unexpectedly, Joel
found her and
asked her to go all the way to Michigan for his matchmaking so that he
could conquer
Phoebe even faster.
It was because the last thing that the patriarch of Larsens said was
Phoebe herself was
not against it
***

At this moment, seeing Phoebe licking Alex’s fingers, she felt
contemptuous and snide.
The gentleness, virtuousness and purity displayed in the family before
turned out to be
fake. In essence, she was just a b*tch without any moral baseline. Doing
such dirty
deeds to a bodyguard, she surely knew no limit.
At first, she thought that Phoebe was having a secret affair with the
bodyguard and it

would have been a disgrace to the Larsens. However, now that she had
taken the
footage, she did not think so anymore. When she showed it to Joel later,
he would
certainly not like her anymore. Instead, if the Quarterses ever wanted to
join the
Larsens in marriage again, the remaining target would only be her.
She sneered soundlessly while concentrating on filming the video.
***
Meanwhile, Alex had not noticed her actions at all because his mind was
fixed on
Phoebe now.
Earlier, he took out a pill and let Phoebe consume it because the goal of
achieving the
Spirit Severing in three years’ time was very urgent and it could not be
delayed for a
moment. Alex purposely concocted a blood energy pill for her these few
days so that
she could enter the Chi Refinement stage as soon as possible.

However, when he took it out for her to consume it, she was holding
something in her
hands, asking him to feed her right away. As a result, while he was
feeding her, Phoebe
bit his finger.
“Hurry up and consume it. I’m still waiting for your reaction!” said Alex.
Alex was afraid
that her meridians might burst when she took the pill for the first time,
so he had to pay
full attention to her.
However, when those words were heard by Judy, it sounded like Alex
wanted Phoebe to
eat his finger and he even wanted to see the sordid expression on her
face.
‘Haha! This scene is really fantastic. Joel will surely go crazy if he sees
this!’
Chapter 1388

‘It’d be the best if they do the deed in the kitchen right away,’ she
thought excitedly.
Afterwards, she really saw Alex touch Phoebe’s chest with his hand… In
fact, it was an
angle problem and she saw it wrongly. With the spiritual power as a
guidance, Alex was
helping Phoebe digest and absorb the pill as well as guiding the spiritual
power to lay
the foundation in her body.

After everything was done, Judy ended filming in advance and acted as if
she just got
down the stairs. “Cousin, can we have the meal already? I’m very
hungry!”
Phoebe replied, “Oh, soon, we’re almost done.”
“Hm? Cousin, why is your face so flushed?”
“Huh? Is it? Maybe it’s warmer in the kitchen!”
When they were eating, Judy realized the food that the bodyguard, Alex,
cooked was
quite nice. It was comparable to the food made by a Michelin-star chef.
No, it seemed to
be even better and tastier.
She glanced at Alex astonishingly but soon she was even more disgusted.
For a highly skilled chef being Phoebe’s bodyguard, she was afraid the
purpose was not
simple, he must have wanted to be Wayne Larsen’s son-in-law. ‘But, this
is destined to
be wishful thinking. Even if you do the deed with Phoebe every day until
she gets
pregnant, the Larsens would never allow Phoebe to marry a chef.’
They were destined to be a temporary unorthodox couple.

***
Before three o’clock in the afternoon, Cheryl arrived.
Ding Dong! Ding Dong!
Cheryl rang the doorbell. To her surprise, it was Alex who opened the
door for her. She
was stunned and looked at Alex dumbfoundedly. “W-why are you here?”

“Are you surprised?” said Alex as he smiled.
“V-very surprised.”
Afterwards, Cheryl directly jumped on Alex and kissed him without a
doubt. During this
time, she felt as if she had returned to her high school days. She
resigned from the
position at the Premier Hospital in California. She concentrated on
receiving education
at home and slept for only five hours a day.
Calculating the time, it has been almost half a month since she last saw
Alex.

How could she not be excited?
When Phoebe in the house saw the scene, her expression changed
slightly while Judy
widened her eyes.
She was now certain that when Alex was having the phone call in the
train earlier, he
was tallying confession with her cousin. Phoebe was having an affair
with her own best
friend’s boyfriend.
‘Haha. What a threesome show!’ Cheryl had a lot of questions in her
mind.
The news released by Quentin Zimmer was quite vague and the general
public just
watched the fun. Moreover, the matter mainly happened in Michigan,
and the influence
was even lesser when it was out of Michigan. In addition, after the trial,
the news had
completely died down.
Even if Cheryl wanted to know about it, there was no way for her to do
it.
Phoebe first introduced Judy’s identity. Then, she said, “Judy, you’ve
taken the train for
so many hours. You should get some rest in the afternoon. We have
some matters to
talk about!”

Afterwards, she pulled Cheryl. “Let’s go to my room!”
Judy was very curious. “Cousin, you can’t do this by leaving me out. Can I
join?”
“No. This is confidential!”
“Confidential..?”
In the end, Phoebe, Cheryl and Alex went into Phoebe’s room. Of course,
this was not
her original room. She would never stay in the original room that had
three people once
died in there with blood all over the place. Furthermore, she had been
looking for a new
place and was ready to move out.
Meanwhile, Judy, who kept cursing in her heart, listened to them
outside the door for a
long while but she could not hear a single sound. In the end, she left
angrily back to her
room and made a call to Joel. “Bro Joel, I think your plan to marry my
cousin is going to
fail. I’ll send you a video, have a look at it!”
Chapter 1389

Joel would definitely not come to Michigan by himself. He had two
pretty secretaries
following him closely, with one of them being a foreign beauty with blue
eyes and a tall
nose bridge.
Besides, as soon as Joel reached Michigan, many rich folks and people
from notable
families immediately went to the airport to welcome him. Even if they
knew that they
were not qualified and could not even say a single word, meeting
Shakespeare II for
once was also a capital that could be bragged in front of people.
Meanwhile, he was half lying on a certain master bed in the most
prestigious Blue
Heavens Club in Michigan. Beside him were his two secretaries who
were dressed in
revealing outfits and serving him with utmost flattery.

There would be no shortage of women at all when one had reached a
position like
Joel’s.
Just in Alaska alone, at least hundreds of thousands of women were
willing to get on his
bed, including many rich wives, mistresses as well as the famous
celebrities in the
entertainment industry. However, Joel had never touched any of them
because that was
the requirement of his persona.
He was known as Shakespeare II, who was very handsome and had a
high intellect. At
the same time, it had also created the image of a pure, good young man.
If the news
about him having illicit relationships with many women were to get out,
the image that
he had worked so hard to shape for so many years would be completely
destroyed.

However, in reality, he was also a person who had no resistance for
beauty and lust.
The two beautiful secretaries could copulate with him at any time.
Not only that, the close two secretaries were even constantly in charge
of finding pretty
and young women for his pleasure.
Ring! Ring! Ring!
Just at this moment, Joel’s phone rang.
“Bro Joel, I think your plan to marry my cousin is going to fail. I’ll send
you a video, have
a look at it!”
It was a call from Judy. Joel frowned. When he saw the video, his
expression darkened.
He would have never expected Phoebe to be a woman like that in
private.
However, the scene of her sucking the man’s finger was too seductive.
The expression
and those eyes swelled Joel’s heart with a burst of jealousy and envy.
After that, all he

felt was extreme hatred. The Larsens’ patriarch had already agreed to
the marriage, so
Phoebe was regarded as his fiancée as well. Seeing his fiancee being
intimate with
another man, it would be strange if he could feel happy.

“Bro Joel, you don’t know my cousin very well. She may seem like a
decent person
normally but in private, she’s very indecent. I don’t even know how
many boyfriends she
has had. As for the current one, I believe you don’t even know who that
man is for sure.”
“Let me tell you. He’s my cousin’s bodyguard.”
“And there’s something even more shocking. This bodyguard has a
girlfriend and she’s
my cousin’s best friend. The three of them are currently in my cousin’s
room. Can you
guess what they are doing inside? Oh, no one would ever believe this
even if I tell them.
Bro Joel, I feel truly sorry for you. This b*tchy cousin of mine doesn’t
deserve you at all.”
After hearing Judy’s words, Joel’s expression darkened. However, he was
still excited.
“Judy, can you bring them to the Blue Heavens Club tonight? I would like
to meet them.”
“What? You still want to meet them? Bro Joel, honestly, I think I’m far
better than my
cousin. I’m already…”
“Tonight at seven o’clock. I’ll be waiting for you people at the Blue
Heavens Club. It’s
confirmed then.” Joel did not let Judy finish her sentence and cut her off
right away.

Why did the Quarterses ask the Larsens in the hands of marriage?
It was not because they took a fancy to the Larsens of Alaska, but Wayne
Larsens’s
potential caught their eyes. More importantly, they had information that
Grace Larsen

was in fact an underling of Elder Crain. This was the most important
reason as to why
Joel had to marry Phoebe. So, let alone Phoebe had another man, even if
she was a
man herself, he had to marry her.
***
Meanwhile, inside Phoebe’s room in the Larsens’ residence…
Chapter 1390
Cheryl looked at her classmate who was also her best friend strangely,
then glanced at
Alex. She could not understand the current situation no matter what.
If she were to be slightly more hot tempered, she would have jumped up
to accuse
Phoebe. “B*tch, I treat you as my best friend, yet you steal my boyfriend?
Why don’t you
go and die?”
However, Cheryl was not that kind of woman.

Alex explained. “Cheryl, did you know that Phoebe’s father was seriously
injured and
unconscious after being attacked by thugs a few days ago? He almost
failed to wake up
forever.”
Cheryl was shocked. “Huh? I don’t know about this. Did such a thing
happen?”
Phoebe said, “It’s true. My mom and I were very anxious. Then, we
begged Alex for
help. Luckily, he arrived in time, only then did my dad manage to wake
up.”
On the other hand, Alex sighed as he said, “Speaking of which, I’m
responsible for this
matter. Uncle Wayne was only attacked repeatedly by the thugs because
of the Sky
Tower project. Whereas, I was the one who took the lead to take down
the Sky Tower
project. Besides, we have found the people who attacked Uncle Wayne
were people

from Leviathan Gate. They are my old enemies. Our people from Divine
Constabulary
have also been investigating this matter. Since the danger has not been
lifted yet, the
people from Leviathan Gate will come after Phoebe to capture her as a
hostage at any
time. So, Divine Constabulary has assigned me as her bodyguard for the
time being.”
“The Sky Tower? Leviathan Gate?”
Cheryl had never heard about these matters before. She took a long
time to digest it.

Afterwards, she pulled Phoebe’s hand and said, “Phoebe, why didn’t you
tell me when
such a huge incident happened? Then, you must be careful. Alex, I’ll
leave Phoebe’s
safety in your hands, you have to be careful too.”
“Okay, I’ll be careful.”
After pondering for a while, Phoebe said to Cheryl with a smile, “Cheryl,
let me tell you
something, you’ll be very shocked for sure. Alex’s father and my mom
actually knew
each other before! When Alex treated my dad last time, Quentin
Zimmer’s son came to
harass me and force me to marry him. So, my mother got mad and said
that Alex was
my fiancé and that’s how the rest of the story happened… Cheryl, you
don’t mind, do
you?”
Cheryl was stunned. Then, she said, “Why would I mind? If someone
were to mind it, it
should be his wife!”
Phoebe was dumbfounded. “His wife?”
Only then did Cheryl remember that the matter of Alex and Dorothy’s
fake divorce could
not be revealed to the outside.

She immediately said, “What I mean is his future wife. His junior and
godsister are much
closer to him than me. Who knows who his future wife will be! If you
want to use him,
then just take him. I have no issues with that! It’s even better if you
break him!”
“Cough! What are you two saying? I’m not an object.”
“Yeah, you’re not an object but a bodyguard!” said Cheryl as she laughed.
Afterwards,
she massaged her calf. “I haven’t driven for such a long time. My legs are
almost
cramped from driving all the way here.”
Phoebe said, “Alex, why don’t you hurry and massage Cheryl’s leg? My
best friend has
taken a fancy to you, yet you’re still messing around with other women
out there? You’
re really getting on my nerves! If you dare to treat Cheryl badly, just see
how I’ll fix you!”
Whereas, when Alex was massaging Cheryl’s leg, she said, “Oh, I think
my leg is a bit
sore as well. Cheryl, can I borrow your boyfriend for a while and let him
massage me as
well?”
Chery immediately said, “Massage!”
While Alex was massaging the soles of the two women’s feet, his eyes
turned, pouring
a stream of spiritual power to the acupoints on the sole of their feet.

In the next second, the two women immediately fell on the bed,
laughing loudly as they
struggled hard. The soles of their feet were very itchy but Alex still did
not let them go.
Soon, it became a shouting match.
Judy, who was listening outside, was dumbfounded. This was too
shameless. She, a
living person, was still here!
At night, Wayne had to work overtime and have a meeting.
Judy strongly requested to go to Blue Heavens Club for dinner, saying
that a friend

wanted to treat them to a meal.
When the few people arrived at Blue Heavens Club, Phoebe was stunned
after seeing
Joel. “Judy, he’s treating us to dinner?”
Joel reached out his hand and said toward Phoebe, “Phoebe, long time
no see!”

